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In recent years, south east Queensland’s 
transport networks have largely met the needs 
of the population, with residents and visitors 
able to enjoy an enviable lifestyle. However, 
pressure is increasing on these networks and 
will intensify over coming decades.

The infrastructure requirements for the 2032 Olympic 
and Paralympic Games (only a decade away) will 
necessarily focus on ensuring participants, support 
workers and spectators can efficiently move between 
the venues, accommodation and entertainment 
precincts across south east Queensland – and will 
contribute to positive transportation outcomes. But, 
irrespective of the Games, SEQ faces an expected 
population of 5.9 million by 2050 (a 66% increase)1 and 
it is essential to plan for and deliver a safe and efficient 
transport network for residents, visitors and industry.

With the unprecedented interest in and opportunities 
for infrastructure investment in the region, now is the 
time to accelerate planning and delivery on transport 
and mobility networks to meet the needs of the 
community to 2050 and beyond, including:

15-minute communities with regional connections 

Olympic and Paralympic Games’ venues and services 
will align with the existing transport corridors and 
communities dispersed across the region, providing 
an opportunity to harness the benefits that come 
with 15-minute communities - putting amenities and 
services close to home and leaving major transport 
routes with capacity for movement around the region, 
based on necessity and demand.  

Maintaining a focus on freight 

A focus on freight movement to ensure this critical 
economic pillar is resilient, safe and efficient, which 
is vital. Improved safety and efficiency and reduced 
environmental impact can be achieved through 
dedicated freight lanes and corridors, and by adopting 
innovation and automation to ease congestion. 

Expanding and connecting a mix of freight transport 
modes will create greater flexibility and resilience 
to enable the industry to continue to support a 
prosperous economy.

Fast-tracking technology 

Utilising technology will be key to achieving this 
paper’s Vision and realising the benefits of a safe, 
efficient and zero-emissions transport network. A 
primary outcome must be a network and system 
that enables full participation for all, including those 
with mobility, visual or cognitive challenges, and the 
young and the elderly. The uptake of Zero Emission 
Vehicles (ZEVs), Connected and Autonomous Vehicles 
(CAVs), Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and Mobility on 
Demand (MoD) will contribute to a more sustainable 
and efficient transport network and facilitate universal 
access. 

Holistic planning and development for  
accelerated progress

The ambition in this Vision cannot be achieved without 
the right planning - to ensure that opportunities can 
be realised and the uptake of new and emerging 
technology is fast tracked. The policy environment must 
be ready for change, and robust and nimble enough to 
facilitate transformation of the transport sector. A multi-
pronged approach is needed. Government, industry and 
community must work together towards a common 
goal, utilising a suite of incentives, disincentives and 
education to encourage transport sector evolution and 
ongoing innovation in SEQ. 

Be ambitious – leave a legacy

SEQ is a wonderful place to live and visit – and this 
must be protected and preserved. Now is the time to 
discuss the transport and mobility future of the region 
and determine how to harness opportunities and 
embrace technology so that residents and visitors can 
experience “the world’s most liveable place”.

The Committee For Brisbane acknowledges the First Nations People of the region and their continuing 
connection to and care of the land, waters and community of that region. We also pay our respects to 
their Elders past, present and emerging.

Our Vision: People, freight and ideas can move easily around our region: 
anywhere, anytime, anyhow.
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2.1 Challenges and opportunities

2. The Context

2McCrindle, The future of South East Queensland, December 2021 (Appendix A). 
3McCrindle, The future of South East Queensland, December 2021 (Appendix A).

By 2050:

 � Almost four in five Queensland residents will live in 
south east Queensland

 � Housing growth will primarily take place in semi-
detached housing

 � There will be new jobs, industries and 
opportunities…transport roles such as drone pilots 
and driverless train operators, urban farmers, AI 
specialists

 � Emerging infrastructure will incorporate new 
modes and options for delivering goods, such as 
smart delivery or drone technologies2

In transport and mobility, the pace of change will be 
swift, driven primarily by private sector entrepreneurs 
who develop, exploit and deploy new technologies 
and/or adapt existing infrastructure and systems.

The challenge for policy makers will be to provide nimble 
and effective responses that encourage and welcome 
change, while ensuring the interests (and safety) of the 
broader community are recognised and protected.

Demographic growth and social changes towards 
2050 will require reimagining and planning, now, 
for the future of south east Queensland (SEQ). This 
will include understanding the inter-related needs 
for housing, transport and work. Governments, the 
business sector and the broader community all have a 
key role to play in shaping the future of SEQ.3

This SEQ 2050: a Vision for Transport and Mobility 
(the “Vision”) has been developed by the Committee 
for Brisbane (CFB), working with futurists McCrindle 
and a cross-section of CFB members with expertise 
in transport planning and operations. (The project 
contributors are listed in Appendix D).

The Vision’s purpose is to stimulate discussion within 
the community and with governments about how 
best to plan for south east Queensland’s transport and 
mobility future. It is agnostic about specific projects.

The four key Vision themes are:

1. The curation of 15-minute communities in SEQ, 
supported by radial public transport, that would 
see lifestyle venues and essential amenities located 
within 15 minutes from resident homes: to enhance 
liveability, avoid unnecessary travel between hubs 
and the CBD, reduce congestion and maintain 
faster connections across the region

2. To focus on freight movement to ensure this critical 
economic driver is resilient, safe and efficient

3. To encourage, harness and fast-track technology 
for improved mobility and sustainability outcomes

4. To advocate that the time to invest is now, using 
holistic planning and development in regulatory 
and policy frameworks for accelerated progress

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our coastal hinterlands
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Within 45 minutes, from almost anywhere in 
south east Queensland (SEQ), residents and 
visitors can enjoy a range of experiences: 
the winding Brisbane River from a City Cat, a 
quick bus trip to South Bank’s entertainment 
precinct, a boat ride to spectacular sand 
islands across Moreton Bay, the scenic roads of 
the sub-tropical hinterland, or an express train 
to north or south coasts to experience some of 
the world’s most beautiful beaches.

The region’s incredible diversity and relative ease of 
moving around make SEQ a unique drawcard. And 
while this lifestyle is attracting more and more people 
to the region,4 the challenges of population growth 
must not be allowed to diminish the region’s liveability.

Increasing demand is placing pressure on transport 
networks and, with an additional two million people 
expected to call SEQ home by 2050, these pressures 
will increase.

While SEQ does not suffer from the traffic congestion of 
Los Angeles or Sydney, action needs to be taken to avoid 
that future, including policies and projects that consider:

 � The movement of people in and across the region
 � Transport accessibility for all
 � The pressure on the freight industry through 

increasing local, interstate and global consumer 
demand for goods, including the (likely permanent) 
phenomena of online shopping. This growth is 
expected to continue, further impacting major road 
and rail transport corridors5

 � Resilient and sustainable transport systems
 � Electrification of the transport network
 � A transport network that facilitates productivity

While many of the current transport options will 
likely still be around in 2050, there will be new needs 
on and improvements made to existing systems, as 
well as pathways for whole new systems. It will be 
important to develop a sophisticated public transport 
network that seamlessly connects all modes, to allow 
movement across the city as well as linear connections 
to and from the CBD. Emerging infrastructure will 
incorporate new modes and options for delivering 
goods, such as smart delivery or drone technologies. 
This future will require accessibility to meet the needs 
of residents and offer faster journeys to accommodate 
the growing population.6

The Committee for Brisbane’s own Vision is to help 
make “greater Brisbane the world’s most liveable place”.

That ambition is challenged by a fast-growing 
population. But it can also enable opportunities 
through the long-term planning and strategic 
development of new and enhanced travel corridors, 
enhanced mobility choices and sustainable 
neighbourhoods (community hubs).

One critical element to maintaining south east 
Queensland’s enviable lifestyle – the reason why 
people move to and stay in the region – will be 
executing a clear vision for transport and mobility.

In 2021, the Committee for Brisbane published a suite 
of documents as part of its Brisbane 2033 Legacy 
Project, nominating a range of legacy opportunities for 
SEQ from hosting the 2032 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. One of those was, that by 2033 (the year after 
the Games): “People and ideas can move easily around 
our region: anywhere, anytime, anyhow”. We have 
subsequently added “freight” to the list. That legacy 
goal has informed the development of this document. 

Brisbane 2033 proposed that “To ensure efficient 
mobility across our region for the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and meet the travel-time 
specifications set by the International Olympic 
Committee, and acknowledging that two million 
more residents needing 800,000 new homes will 
live in south east Queensland in the next 25 years, 
our governments have delivered the program of 
interconnected, multimodal transport infrastructure 
and efficient, cost-effective public transport, including 
faster rail infrastructure, required to achieve a vibrant 
city and a 45-minute connected region (north and 
south, east and west)”.

The success of landmark community-participation 
events like the Games will require efficient 
connections for the mass movement of spectators, 
officials and participants, while enabling residents to 
go about their daily life.

Getting SEQ ready for those few weeks in 2032 
provides a catalyst to accelerate the delivery of 
transport and mobility infrastructure and technology - 
not for the Games, but for the long-term benefit of the 
community. A legacy for the region.

Brisbane 2033 suggested a number of big ideas 
to help achieve transport and mobility goals in 
preparedness for 2032 and beyond, including:

 � Develop a Brisbane Airport regional connectivity 
and infrastructure plan to connect visitors to their 
destination in the regions (<45 mins)

 � Define Regional Mobility Corridors, including links to 
knowledge/employment hubs and residential growth

 � Establish a single, integrated transport (delivery) 
authority for SEQ

 � Define and publish an “Access All Areas” universal-
access mobility Vision for SEQ, including accessibility 
improvement projects, timelines and funding

 � Initiate “SmartMove SEQ”: identification and 
utilisation of data via a single, publicly accessible 
data hub to maximise transport and mobility 
efficiency across the region. Includes a single 
App that combines public transport multi-modal 
route identification, trip planning, payment, and 
incentives for self-mobility/wellness

 � Establish multimodal transport analytics (AI) 
demand and usage forecasting and planning

 � Dedicated freight link established between Port of 
Brisbane, Brisbane Airport to key logistics nodes 
and regional freight lines 

 � Decarbonisation of public transport network

4www.abs.gov.au/statistics/people/population/regional-internal-migration-estimates-provisional/mar-2021  
5www.transurban.com/content/dam/transurban-pdfs/03/Urban-Mobility-Trends-from-COVID-19.pdf and page 53 www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/sites/default/

files/2020-12/Final_COVID%20Impacts%20on%20Infrastructure%20Sectors%20Report_14%20Dec%202020.pdf 
6McCrindle, The future of South East Queensland, December 2021

2.2 Today in 2050 (via 2032)

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our sub-tropical hinterland
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While acknowledging and applauding the 
substantial pipeline of infrastructure projects 
underway in SEQ, including Cross River Rail 
and Brisbane Metro, more needs to be done.

We should be ambitious – to harness the next decade 
and the unprecedented opportunity to accelerate 
planning and development in the region so the 
community can continue to experience, with ease, the 
diversity of SEQ and enjoy all it has to offer.

More investment is needed in every area of transport 
to create an integrated network that facilitates fast, 
safe and efficient connections throughout the region; 
a network that is resilient to fluctuations in demand, 
as well as natural disasters and other foreseen issues 
and outages; where people have flexibility and choice 
in transport modes; and where those modes are 
inclusive and accessible for all.

Now is the time to think big and act on the transport 
and mobility solutions for SEQ’s future. 

2.3 Be ambitious. Act now

Land-use planning for future 
communities
Planning for south east Queensland’s future 
should focus on building transport systems 
and networks that maximise productivity and 
lifestyle. A growing and ageing population means 
accessibility and sustainability will be critical 
and, whilst technological advancements and 
improved asset utilisation will assist, land use 
planning will be essential to maintain the region’s 
quality of life.

New regional enterprise, living and employment precincts 
should be established, via Olympic and Paralympic 
Games corridors that link major redevelopment precincts, 
transportation networks and knowledge economies.

We support planning that concentrates new development 
around existing hubs and transport corridors, including 
the major economic, freight and distribution hubs of 
SEQ - Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Brisbane, Ipswich 
and Toowoomba. Employment hubs and other large trip 
attractors, such as the CBD and university campuses, 
should be placed on high-capacity transport networks to 
ensure transport users are offered choice and flexibility.

Planning for population growth will result in densification 
in parts of the region, which in turn will support the 
viability of Mobility as a Service/Mobility on Demand/
Demand Responsive Transport. SEQ’s growing public 
transport networks will remain vital contributors to 
connectivity and mobility.

People-centric movement around the region is critical to 
maintaining liveability, while also maintaining economic 
productivity. Best practice standards for neighbourhood 
and connecting transport infrastructure should be 
required for new land developments. In 2022, many of the 
region’s new “greenfield” suburbs are largely residential, 
and there must be an opportunity to add mixed land-
use areas to create “meaningful destinations”. Growth in 
outer suburbs needs to be underpinned by high quality, 
efficient and effective public transport services.

In many older neighbourhoods, better connections and 
transport infrastructure, including for pedestrians and 
cyclists, will be needed to improve lifestyle, flexibility and 
choice for residents.

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our vibrant parks and gardens
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SEQ in 2050

Dwelling composition

Jobs of the future

Transport of the future

Working age
population
(18 to 69)

79% of Queensland’s
projected population
of 7.5 million

Gen Gamma
Aged 10 or under

Gen Beta
11 to 25

Gen Z
41 to 55

Gen Y
56 to 70

Gen X
71 to 85

Baby Boomer
85+

Separate
houses

3.6 million
people

Drone
pilot

Blockchain
developer

Virtual
reality

engineer

Robotics
mechanic 

AI
specialist

Urban
farmer

Space
tourism
agent

Aerial
ridesharing 

High
speed rail

Autonomous
vehicles

Hyperloop 

Trackless
trams

Delivery
drones

5.9 million

E-Mobility
devices

Gen Alpha
26 to 40

691,000 1.1 million 1.2 million

1.1 million 925,000 697,000 211,000

Current

2050

71%

66%
Semi-
detached

Current

2050

12%

18%
Flat or
apartment

Current

2050

16%

16%

Driverless
transport
operator

On-demand
shuttles

79
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Living composition

Key transport modalities

Learning
Lucas

Connected 
Charlie

Trade worker 
Will

Delivery
Danielle

Professional 
Poppy

Gen X
Jacqui

At the age of 16, Lucas is 
part of Generation Beta 

and is a high school 
student. As a side hustle, 
Lucas earns an income 

selling services to support 
individuals creating 

websites but being busy, 
it’s important that he has 

cost-effective and 
accessible public transport 

to get to school or to 
spend time with friends.

Charlie lives with a 
disability and needs 

assistance with mobility. 
It’s important he has 
equitable access to 

transport.

Will is a trade worker who 
is looking for ways to 

continue to cut down time 
spent in his day going out 

to pick up additional 
supplies and equipment.

Danielle runs her own 
freight delivery business to 

deliver online shopping 
purchases. While she 

currently uses a van for 
deliveries, she is looking to 

invest in new drone 
technologies that are 

available.

Poppy is part of 
Generation Alpha, born in 
2015. She is a mum with 
two children who works 

hybrid, between her 
workplace in Brisbane and 
her home on the Sunshine 
Coast. Fast transport in 

her autonomous vehicle is 
essential to make the 
hybrid lifestyle work 

for her.

Jacqui is in her 70s and has 
lived through a great deal 
of change, particularly in 

transport options. Regular 
outings with family and 

friends mean Jacqui 
requires strong local 

connectivity and midday 
travel options.

E N G A G I N G  W I T H  T R A N S P O R T

school students
in 2050

873,000

Living composition

Key transport modalities

will need assistance 
with core activities 

in 2050

303,000

Living composition

Key transport modalities

construction workers 
in 2050

581,000

Living composition

Key transport modalities

transport, postal and 
warehousing workers 

in 2050

311,000

Living composition

Key transport modalities

knowledge industry 
workers in 2050

713,000

Living composition

Key transport modalities

Gen X in 2050

697,000

About McCrindle
We create a clearer picture of the 
trends that inform strategic thinking.

To learn more about the 
future of Australia 
download our latest 
report and resources.

E-Mobility devices

Public transport

Hyperloop Public transport

Separate
houses

Separate
houses

Flat or
apartment

Flat or
apartment

Semi-
detached

Semi-
detached

Vehicle hire

Smart equipment delivery
Roads

Roads

Public transport

Walking paths

E-Mobility devicesDrones
Autonomous vehicles

Autonomous vehicles

High speed rail

Aerial ridesharing

Drone deliveries
Modified self-driving

vehicles

Phone: 1800 TRENDS (1800 873 637)
Email: info@mccrindle.com.au
Website: mccrindle.com.au
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Population:  
5.9 million
79% of Queensland’s 
projected population7

Regional 
hubs and one 
city centre

(Australia’s) 
freight task 
has trebled8

3.1 Regional snapshot

3.2 Life in 20503. South East Queensland in 2050 

7McCrindle, The future of South East Queensland, December 2021 (Appendix A) 
8www.infrastructure.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Freight-2050-Final-Multi-Colour.pdf 
9www.committeeforbrisbane.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/From-good-to-great-economic-environmental-and-social-opportunities-for-south-east-

Queensland-2021.pdf

In 2050, residents and visitors to the region 
need and want to access the variety of places 
and experiences on offer, effortlessly and 
sustainably. The planning, transport and 
mobility outcomes that have helped to make 
south east Queensland the world’s most 
liveable place include:

 � Vibrant, 15-minute communities with local leisure 
and amenities to maximise lifestyle and avoid 
unnecessary travel between hubs and the CBD, 
reducing congestion and ensuring efficient travel 
around the region

 � Seamless integration of private, public and active 
transport - with a culture of interchange between 
rail, metro, bus and active transport with efficient 
options to connect hubs and the CBD - and 
dedicated lanes (for active transport options, 
freight, and connected and autonomous vehicles) 
creating safer and more efficient travel

 � Smarter roads and transport that cater for 
connected and autonomous vehicles and electric 
vehicles with reduced environmental impacts

 � Affordable ride-share services and personal 
e-mobility solutions that provide flexible options for 
travellers and commuters

 � Efficient freight networks, including dedicated 
lanes for major corridors, and harnessing new 
modes of transport for smaller package deliveries, 
eg mainstream drone transport

 � Active transport that promotes and rewards 
or incentivises wellbeing and lifestyle: within 
communities so people can choose to walk, ride, 
cycle or scoot to local amenities

 � Technology to facilitate increased connectiveness 
and transparency, with state-of-the-art Mobility as 
a Service (MaaS), Mobility on Demand (MoD) and 
Demand Responsive Transport (DRT), providing 
travel flexibility and real-time information on 
transport options and schedules

Working age 
population: 
3.6 million7

Brisbane Airport: 
Is accommodating more 
than 50 million passengers 
annually9

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our river cities
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10www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/public-sector/articles/urban-future-with-

a-purpose/15-minute-city.html 
11www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/07/paris-mayor-unveils-15-minute-city-

plan-in-re-election-campaign  
12Hassell | Close to home – exploring 15-minute urban living in Ireland (and 

beyond) (hassellstudio.com)

4.1 Fifteen-minute communities

4. Planning to Enhance Liveability

A global concept that is gaining momentum 
is the 15-minute community,10 where essential 
destinations and amenities are within a short 
walk or bike/scooter ride from home. The 
outcome is to give people more time to enjoy 
the aspects of life that matter most and to 
promote a more sustainable way of life, saving 
resources and reducing carbon emissions.

In addition to Paris11, the concept has been tried 
and tested around the world. The city of Portland 
in Oregon, USA started working on a 20-minute 
neighbourhood plan as far back as 2006.  

Irish Institutional Property, an Irish real estate industry 
body, recently undertook an extensive study exploring 
“15-Minute Urban Living”.12 

The concept is appealing for a growing region, 
particularly as predicted population growth will 
increase pressure on the region’s transport networks 
and activities in established areas, which should 
work to encourage new travel corridors and activity 
centres. Successful 15-minute communities would 
see increased investment in local areas, attraction of 
essential services and more active transport solutions 
such as bike paths and walkways and dedicated lanes 
for e-scooters. 

In SEQ, 25% of regional population growth will occur 
within a 30-50km ring from the Brisbane CBD, and 
only 10% of new jobs are expected to be produced to 
locally service this population.13 Conversely, while only 
9% of population growth is expected to occur within 
5km of Brisbane’s CBD, 26% of the jobs growth will 
occur in the same 5km radius. 15-minute communities, 
including employment nodes, would reduce the need 
for many to move around the region for work, essential 
services, entertainment and recreation.

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our outdoor markets and fairs

Living locally to 
reduce congestion
In 2020, residents of Paris, France 
were feeling the impacts of a dense 
population, resulting in Paris Mayor 
Anne Hidalgo making a commitment 
to deliver “Ville du Quart d’Heure” or 
15-minute communities. 

The 15-minute community is self-sufficient 
and requires minimal travel, with hospitals, 
parks, restaurants and cultural venues at 
the doorstop. These communities reduce 
reliance on private vehicle ownership and 
travel, with the aim of transforming Paris 
into a collection of neighbourhoods to 
reduce pollution and stress and create 
socially and economically mixed districts 
that improve the quality of life for residents.

16 17committeeforbrisbane.org.au



A blueprint for future 
suburbs
Springfield has developed an urban centre 
that reduces the need for residents to 
travel outside their community, with 
essential services at their doorstep.

There is a clearly identifiable town-centre, including 
a university campus. Walkable street designs and 
use of existing infrastructure and multi-modal 
transport options connect the community to the 
rest of the region, including a new rail line and 
proximity to the Centenary Highway. The design of 
this community works to reduce congestion within 
the area’s suburban roads and to minimise negative 
impacts on congestion when travelling further.

This also has positive environmental impacts, 
which is in line with the community’s plan to 
be Australia’s first zero net energy city by 2038, 
embracing renewable energy, electric vehicles and 
lower power bills – and more than 30% of the city 
is designated as green space.

More than 50,000 people have made the move to 
Greater Springfield and it expected over 100,000 
people will call this community home by the end 
of the decade. This is the country’s largest master-
planned urban environment, and it provides a 
blueprint for planning and developing new and 
existing hubs within the region.

4.2 The 45-minute region

In addition to improving amenity and 
lifestyle through the concept of 15-minute 
communities, it will be critical to focus on 
improved and faster regional connectivity via 
sustainable transport options that provide 
choice of travel between regional hubs.

In 2019, the Council of Mayors (SEQ) launched the SEQ 
People Mass Movement Study which found that faster 
rail could transform the region by creating efficient 
connections between key hubs such as Brisbane, 
Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast and Toowoomba, helping 
to unlock the region’s potential to support growth, 
tourism, trade and economic returns. Initial indications 
showed that the region needed a mass transit solution 
to drive stronger regional connectivity and to meet 
future transport demands. One proposed solution 
was a SEQ Faster Rail network to offer a safe, reliable 
and attractive public transport option to reduce travel 
time between Brisbane and the Gold and Sunshine 
Coasts by 50 percent, and by more than 65 percent 
to Ipswich. Commuters from the Sunshine and 

Gold Coasts could travel to Brisbane in less than 45 
minutes, or in just 20 minutes for Ipswich travellers.

A 45-minute region should focus on developing 
15-minute communities with easy local (neighbourhood) 
travel and amenities, while enabling fast and sustainable 
options for regional connections across SEQ.

Maintaining connections with our regions is critical.13 If 
fewer people need to travel to the CBD and between 
hubs, SEQ’s major regional transport corridors will 
have greater capacity for the travel that needs to occur 
– and enable productivity and lifestyle to flourish.

Short-term population growth across Brisbane is being 
driven by the pace of high-density development in 
the inner city and the transit-oriented middle ring 
developments. However, in the longer term, more 
growth is expected to occur in line with the associated 
employment growth being driven by lifestyle residential 
projects in outer suburbs such as Ripley, Rosewood, 
Brookwater and Springfield Lakes to the south-west 
on Brisbane, Yarrabilba and Flagstaff in the south, and 
Morayfield and Caboolture West in the north.

13www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/72103/state-

infrastructure-strategy-2022.pdf

Moreton Bay LGA

12% population growth

8% job growth

Brisbane 5km

9% population growth

26% job growth
Ipswich/Logan LGAs

29% population growth

18% job growth Gold Coast LGA

18% population growth

14% job growth

*Deloitte Access Economics September 2021 commissioned data

Traditionally, many outer-ring suburbs have limited 
transport access and community amenities; and 
linking such communities to jobs, education and 
services is difficult, especially for those without a car. 
High quality and faster public transport is needed to 
service such areas, and for their connection to the 
CBD when necessary.

But inspiration can be found in new outer 
suburban developments that provide possible 
solutions for old and new developments to 
improve their connections. For example, the long-
term development of Springfield has prioritised 
the creation of a community, not just residential 
housing, and has proactively considered transport 
and mobility in its design (see breakout). However, 
high quality public transport will always be critical to 
service new developments.

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our glorious beaches

Proportion of SEQ population and employment growth 2021-2050*
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5. Focus on Freight
Freight networks are essential to the 
economy, connecting SEQ to the rest of the 
state, country and the world and ensuring 
the population can access goods and services 
to maintain a high quality of life. In 2020-
21, 1000 million tonnes of freight moved 
across Queensland.14 Transport, postal and 
warehousing accounted for almost 6% of 
Gross State Product and added more than 
$18.9 billion to the economy.15 As population 
increases, demand on freight will rise. This 
trend has already started, with Australia’s 
freight task forecast to triple in size between 
now and 2050.16

Key freight hubs such as the Port of Brisbane and 
Brisbane Airport are critical to ensuring regional 

productivity is maintained and supported. 98% of 
freight through the Port of Brisbane is trucked by 
road. In 2018, that represented about four million 
truck movements, and this is forecast to increase 
to 13 million by 2050.17 As population grows and 
freight volumes increase, it will be an important 
logistical, efficiency and safety outcome for the 
transport network to achieve separation between 
the movement of people and the movement of 
freight. Key freight routes and dedicated corridors will 
facilitate safer and more efficient movement of goods 
around the region.

A SEQ freight network that utilises all available 
transport options, including rail, road, sea and air, in 
a single, integrated network will maximise efficiency 
and productivity and provide flexibility and resilience; 
minimising the impact freight transport has on the 

18www.inlandrail.gov.au/benefits/qld 
19www.volvogroup.com/en/future-of-transportation/innovation/automation.html

14www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/national-accounts/australian-national-accounts-state-accounts/2020-21 
15www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/national-accounts/australian-national-accounts-state-accounts/2020-21#queensland 
16www.nfrastructure.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Freight-2050-Final-Multi-Colour.pdf  
17www.portbris.com.au/getmedia/b793e8b5-edee-4945-850f-6feec8835720/DAE-Connecting-Inland-Rail-to-the-Port-of-Brisbane.pdf

environment to help ensure this essential industry can 
sustainably service the population to 2050 and beyond.  

The Inland Rail project will help respond to the 
growing demands on the freight industry while 
effectively increasing the diversity of long-haul 
freight options, with ~400km of the total 1,700km 
Inland Rail line to be built in Queensland.18 However, 
ongoing investment in all freight transport modes 
and the wider transport network will be essential to 
facilitate population and freight growth. Integrating 
connections between transport modes and networks 
will deliver the greatest efficiencies. 

In the future, transport networks will use greater 
automation, with advanced artificial intelligence 
helping to optimise the movement of people and 
goods across the region. The automation of freight 
and logistics vehicles will see new jobs created for 
centralised operators who will coordinate efficient 
logistic and supply chain networks. Being able to 

more efficiently coordinate freight logistics, for faster 
day-to day-operations and better responses to issues, 
will develop resilience and flexibility in the transport 
network, including being able to plan for and respond 
to natural disasters and severe weather events. 

Reforming the region’s road freight industry through 
the conversion to low-emission and autonomous 
vehicles, plus dedicated freight lanes to reduce 
congestion and emissions, should be a priority in SEQ. 
Companies such as Volvo Trucks, for example, are 
heavily invested in the electrification and automation 
of their vehicles, with electric trucks on the market 
now and the use of autonomous vehicles already 
proven in confined areas such as mines and quarries.19 
Dedicated freight lanes could help make automation 
of the industry a reality, sooner. Recognising that 
the freight task increasingly runs 24x7, there may 
be opportunities to facilitate greater (shared) road 
capacity in off-peak times by using quieter automated 
fleets, minimising disruption.

6. Fast Track Technology and Sustainability
The future for transport and mobility is 
predicted to be characterised by a shift from 
ownership to “usership” (Mobility as a Service), 
transportation to mobility (Mobility on 
Demand, and Demand Responsive Transport), 
and internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles 
to electric or Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs). 
Included in these futures is the use of 
autonomous (self-driving) vehicles.

 

Many innovations to enable these futures are already 
in the marketplace, such as lane assist and adaptive 
cruise control. With the right planning and policy 
support, ongoing technology improvements and 
innovations will become commonplace, improving 
choice for consumers and the efficiency of the 
transport network.

Solutions such as ride-sharing and other on-demand, 
multi-modal transport apps and services will also 
provide flexibility for residents and visitors during the 
2032 Games, and beyond.
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Norway – a global leader  
in ZEVs
By the end of 2022, there will be 58 electric 
vehicle models in the market in Australia, but 
what can be done to achieve the saturation 
needed and to fast track uptake?

Norway is leading the way in electric vehicle uptake. 
Three-quarters of all light vehicles sold in 2020 were 
electric and the policies the country has adopted to 
encourage accelerated uptake may provide some 
inspiration, including:

 � a polluter-pays principle that means the higher a 
car’s emissions, the higher the tax

 � fast-charging stations readily available on all main 
roads across the country

 � incentives including exemptions from annual road 
traffic insurance tax, rules preventing charges for 
ZEVs of more than 50% of the price of fossil fuel 
cars on ferries, public parking and for toll roads

 � a state enterprise-owned energy and 
decarbonisation fund helping to finance the 
transition to zero emission transport.

The uptake of ZEVs remains low, despite lower 
running costs.20 While only 0.16 per cent of all 
cars registered in Queensland are electric,21 the 
Queensland Government is targeting 50% of new 
passenger vehicle sales to be ZEVs by 2030.22

Electric vehicles offer one of the best routes to a zero 
emissions, clean transport future. While Queensland 
has taken steps to support greener transport through 
electric vehicles with its government-owned Electric 
Super Highway, an electric vehicle subsidy scheme 
and modest promises of infrastructure grants, 
more investments must be made to achieve total 
electrification of the transport sector by 2032.23 
The Electric Super Highway should be duplicated, 
en masse, with charging and hydrogen re-fuelling 
stations right across the region. These ambitions 

require nimble, integrated policy settings across all 
levels of government to ensure a policy environment 
that is enabling and not constraining.

There are some hurdles to increasing ZEV uptake, 
including, in the short-term, the high purchase price 
and concerns about the range of vehicles and number 
of charging stations.  However, price parity with ICE 
vehicles should eventuate with several automotive 
manufacturers planning to phase out petrol vehicles.24 
In the future, people may not be able to choose to buy 
new, higher-emitting petrol cars, with companies like 
Volvo25 and Mazda26 planning to either phase out or 
offer a substantial range of electric/hybrid alternatives 
to petrol vehicles by 2030, and Land Rover27 
committed to a 2025 deadline for its Jaguar line, and 
2036 for all vehicles.

6.1 Zero Emission Vehicles

To encourage faster uptake, governments should look 
to countries that are leading this journey to identify 
steps to incentivise change, for example Norway (see 
breakout box). Options to consider might include 
lower registration costs for electric vehicles, minimum 
standards for commercial car share or hire companies, 
or partnering and supporting companies that are 
willing to accelerate change. Corporate, industry and 
community education and incentivisation might assist 
to accelerate the uptake of new technologies (the 
carrot), while penalties and enforcement measures 
might disincentivise those who would otherwise lag 
behind (the stick).

SEQ needs a multi-pronged approach to improve 
emission standards and to support environmental 
regulations, so that sustainably powered transport and 
mobility services become the norm, and net positive 
carbon impact is achieved.

Minimum standards should also be set for equity, with 
principles for regulatory design that focus on ensuring 
equal access for all to transport and mobility options.

Recovery and recycling

While the electrification of vehicles will deliver 
myriad benefits, it also brings the challenge of 
materials recovery and recycling at end of life. The 
Queensland Government’s Waste Management and 
Resource Recovery Strategy, that is working towards 
a circular economy,28 could be applied to encourage/
incentivise research and development and the rapid 
development of technology in this space. Innovations 
such as the testing of industrial-scale battery recycling 
technology that is underway in Europe29 could result in 
the commercialisation of an environmentally-friendly 
recycling solution for end-of-life and scrap lithium-ion-
batteries (used in electric vehicles) that, if successful, 
might be incorporated into the region’s planning.20www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/tourism-and-transport/motor-vehicle-census-australia/31-jan-2021 

21www.abc.net.au/news/2022-04-12/electric-vehicles-evs-cost-price-affordable-petrol-parity/100936128 
22www.publications.qld.gov.au/ckan-publications-attachments-prod/resources/cc180075-23bb-499f-8ac2-d1704973feca/zev-strategy.

pdf?ETag=2194a593a5798b4a949ddac821181e55 
23Making south east Queensland a world leader in clean transport (August 2022). Rodger Whitby, CEO, St Baker Energy Innovation Fund. 
24www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/tourism-and-transport/motor-vehicle-census-australia/31-jan-2021 
25www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/betting-death-petrol-cars-volvo-go-all-electric-by-2030-2021-03-02/

26www.drive.com.au/news/mazda-says-petrol-and-diesel-engines-still-have-life-left/ 
27www.drive.com.au/news/jaguar-to-go-all-electric-by-2025-land-rover-to-phase-out-diesel-from-2026/ 
28www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Community-and-environment/Planning-for-the-future/Building-sustainable-roads  
29www.smallcaps.com.au/neometals-partner-mercedes-benz-german-lithium-ion-battery-recycling-plant/
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30www.odinpass.com.au/ 
31www.carexpert.com.au/car-news/how-uber-is-pushing-australian-drivers-to-go-electric 
32www.uber.com/us/en/about/sustainability/

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) includes transport 
solutions for people without the cost of 
vehicle ownership, and may help to overcome 
some of the barriers to mobility and achieve a 
more sustainable outcome (ie fewer cars). 

The transport modes that can be linked to MaaS 
include traditional public transport (ie bus and trains), 
ride share services like Uber and Didi, car share services 
such as Car Next Door and GoGet, and e-bike and 
scooter share services such as Neuron and Beam. 
Through subscription-based broker services, MaaS 
aggregates multiple transport modes, such as car and 
ride share, with public and active transport options and 
is designed to out-compete conventional car transport 
options with a sleek user experience, dynamic journey 
planning and streamlined payment processes.

In Brisbane, The University of Queensland, Queensland 
Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) and 
iMOVE are partnering to support the delivery of a MaaS 
trial (for UQ students and staff), to provide a range of 
multi-modal mobility services through a single app or 
platform call ODIN PASS.30 In Logan, TMR’s Demand 
Responsive Transport trial is integrating public–
private transport services, with local taxis connecting 
commuters to public transport services.

Anecdotally, younger generations appear to be more 
open to the shared economy, which may result in 
reduced private vehicle ownership in the future. Ride 
or car-sharing services and subscriptions can provide 
a cheaper option to access a vehicle when required, 
without the costs of vehicle purchase, maintenance, 
registration and insurance. They are also potentially 
more efficient, reducing the need for single occupant 
travel through ride-share services.

This emerging market has the potential to encourage 
or enforce vehicle standards to support the uptake 
of ZEVs. Already, companies like Uber are taking 
the initiative to halve service fees for drivers of EVs 
between now and mid-2050. Uber claims this initiative 
to encourage drivers to move away from petrol, diesel 
and hybrid vehicles is equivalent to a $26 million 
investment in the Australian EV market.31 Elsewhere, 
Uber’s Green Future program provides access to 
resources valued at $800 million to help hundreds of 
thousands of drivers transition to battery EVs by 2025 
in Canada, Europe and the USA.32

The achievement of widespread MaaS car and ride 
sharing across SEQ and the rise of self-driving vehicles, 
by 2050, could significantly increase inclusivity, 
accessibility, connectivity and mobility for all members 
of the community.

6.3 Connected and Autonomous Vehicles

6.2 Mobility as a Service

Connected, autonomous, self-driving vehicles 
(CAVs) promise to enable more efficient and 
safer movement of people and goods and 
greater utilisation of road transport capacity. 
CAVs travel closer together - platoon style - 
using sensors in-sync with road infrastructure 
and vehicle-to-vehicle communications to 
accelerate and brake simultaneously, creating 
more efficient use of road networks and 
improving productivity with faster travel times 
and less time spent in congestion. CAVs may 
also be safer, as human error is a factor in 90% 
of road accidents.33

These technologies and their combinations are in the 
early trial stages in parts of the world. Robo-taxies, 
for example, are being trialled in Beijing, China; and 
driverless taxis are operating in San Francisco in the 
United States34 with limited uptake, so far.35

In south east Queensland, the RACQ is operating 
a series of Smart Shuttle trials36 over five years to 
explore the potential for autonomous vehicles to 
address various transport issues, including transport 
disadvantage. The trials - Karragarra Island (2019/20), 
Raby Bay (2020/21) and Gold Coast (2022) – will also 
expand understanding about the safety of autonomous 
vehicles, their suitability to Queensland driving 
conditions and how they interact with other road users.

Autonomous shuttle 
trial at Sentosa
Public transport could be 
reimagined with the introduction 
of new technologies, and greater 
flexibility available for users 
with door-to-door services and 
the use of highly efficient and 
integrated MaaS, including MoD. 

An autonomous shuttle trial 
commenced in June 2018 on Sentosa 
Island in Singapore, allowing visitors 
to book an autonomous shuttle on 
demand, using a mobile phone app. 
The trial was extended to a 5.7km 
route to selected destinations on the 
island. There is potential for broader 
application of this type of solution, 
especially with advances in technology.

33Infrastructure Partnerships Australian, Integrating Australia’s Transport Systems: A Strategy for an efficient transport future.  
34www.electrek.co/2022/06/23/gm-cruise-takes-first-fares-for-paid-driverless-taxi-in-san-francisco/ 
35www.drive.com.au/news/general-motors-robo-taxi-business-hits-the-brakes/ 
36www.racq.com.au/about-us/advocacy/future-mobility/racq-smart-shuttle

A potential future could see CAVs combined with 
effective MaaS to reimagine south east Queensland’s 
transport network and create efficient, safe door-to-
door options for all. 

For all these potential technology solutions, the 
machinery of policy making at all levels of government 
must be both nimble and robust enough to 
accommodate the fast pace of change (entrepreneurs 
wait for no-one) and avoid messy catch-up responses. 
Partnerships and deep engagement with industry and 
the university sector will be critical here.
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Mobility on Demand (MoD) has the potential 
to provide transport users with access to 
transparent information regarding travel 
options, including price, environmental impact 
and time savings, enabling more informed and 
efficient travel decisions.

MoD can enable consumers to access mobility, goods 
and services by using shared mobility, delivery services 
and public transport solutions through an integrated 
and connected multi-modal network. Advanced MoD 
passenger services incorporate trip planning and 
booking, real-time information and fare payment into 
a single user interface.

There is insufficient demand to have a (mass movement) 
train or bus station in every suburb, but an integrated, 
multi-modal, user-friendly regional transport network 
will reduce congestion (and emissions), improve user 
experience and benefit the economy.

Industry and governments must work together to 
improve connections between transport modes, 
exploiting technology and data sharing across the 
private and public sectors to integrate all modes of 
transport. As more options become available through 
widespread MaaS and CAVs, all transport services 
should be accessible to all (ie universal access), 
including those members of the community with 
visual, mobility or cognitive challenges.

Engaging and partnering with local businesses that 
already provide services and are ready to scale-up 
could save time and fast track these types of solutions. 
While on a smaller scale than proposed autonomous 
passenger drones, the City of Logan has been trialling 
drone delivery of consumables since 2019. In an initial 
trial, subsequently expanded in 202137, a company 
called Wing selected Logan as the first Queensland 
location (and one of the first in the world) to offer 
an air delivery service for items such as cooked 
chickens, coffee, sushi and hardware. On-demand 
drone services such as these may help pave the way 
for community and regulatory acceptance of larger 
autonomous vehicles for passengers.

6.4 Mobility on Demand

A Smart City in action
To encourage the fast tracking 
of innovation in the Columbus 
region (Ohio, USA) and transform 
Columbus into America’s Smart 
City, a program known as Smart 
Columbus has been initiated.

The winner of the US Department 
of Transportation’s first Smart City 
Challenge, Columbus was awarded 
$50 million in grant funding in 2016 to 
re-invent the transport sector and is 
focussing on: 

 � Foundations

Getting the foundations right, developing 
a holistic operating system, implementing 
a modern electric grid powered by 
renewables and establishing a regional 
network of vehicle chargers, as well as 
ensuring the right investments for CAVs. 

 � Technology trials

Trialling innovative solutions in the real 
world, collecting community feedback 
along the way. 

 � New way of life

Shifting people’s thought patterns and 
behaviour by inspiring policy makers 
and influencing consumer preferences. 
Projects include Smart Mobility Hubs 
focussed on first and last mile transport, 
a connected vehicle study involving 500 
volunteers, and an all-electric self-driving 
bus shuttle that was repurposed during 
the COVID-19 pandemic to deliver over 
3500 pantry boxes (the equivalent of 
130,000 meals) over 10 months.

Brisbane on the move
Brisbane-based organisation Bridj was 
appointed as the Official Fleet Operations and 
Asset Management Technology Provider for 
the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games.

Bridj’s system allowed the fleet team to plan their 
services, manage a pool of more than 1,200 volunteer 
drivers, a mixed fleet of over 500 vehicles, and monitor 
daily operations. They also provided more than 2,000 
members with a branded Passenger Application to 
allow them to book a service, track their journey, and 
access support through their smartphone.

37www.loed.com.au/news/drone-delivery-service-wing-expands-to-more-suburbs/
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7. The Time is Now
Now is the time to imagine what SEQ could 
look like in 2050 and now is the time to plan 
for that future.

Post-COVID investment and the planning for 2032 
are catalysing intense interest and investment in 
Queensland’s infrastructure, and the momentum 
must continue. The opportunity should be taken, 
today, to start transforming the region in preparation 
for population growth to ensure that residents, 
workers and visitors can move around SEQ with ease 
and without congestion; so that “people, freight and 
ideas can move easily around our region: anywhere, 
anytime, anyhow”.

If south east Queensland is to be a community of 
global standard and renown – our 2032 Games goal 
– then it is paramount to get the critical enablers of 
transport, connectivity, accessibility and mobility right.

Such transformation is challenging, takes time and 
cannot be made in isolation. Consumer preferences 
for where to live and work; land use; technology 
and sustainability (resilience) must all influence a 
structured, long-term approach to transport and 
mobility planning.

Industry, government and community must work 
together to explore and implement solutions to the 
challenges, seeking and incorporating feedback from 
those directly interested in and impacted by transport 
network decisions.

The opportunity of 15-minute communities, the 
safe and efficient movement of freight, and the fast 
tracking of technology are the focus of this paper. But 
harmonious and ambitious planning will be required 
to harness and integrate these solutions if south east 
Queensland is inspired to achieve the Committee’s goal 
for greater Brisbane to be world’s most liveable place.

Forward-thinking policy and regulatory environments 
and sustainable funding will be core. 

As stated at the outset, SEQ is a wonderful place 
to live and visit – and this must be protected and 
preserved. Now is the time to discuss the transport 
and mobility future of the region and determine how 
to harness opportunities and embrace technology so 
that residents and visitors can experience “the world’s 
most liveable place”.

That would be a legacy.

SEQ lifestyle attributes: world’s largest sand islands

SEQ lifestyle attributes: our rural communities
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Appendix A: The Future Of South East 
Queensland
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Appendix B: Engaging With Transport In 
2050 – Persona Deep Dive
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Appendix C: Reference Documents Appendix D: 2050 Vision Taskforce
SEQ 2050: a Vision for Transport and Mobility was developed against a backdrop of local, State 
and Australian Government planning processes. Transport and connectivity strategies that 
impact the greater Brisbane region and were referenced for this Vision include: 

 � SEQ People Mass Movement Study, Council of Mayors (SEQ) 2019
 � TransformingSEQ: The SEQ City Deal Proposition 2019
 � ShapingSEQ – South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017
 � Queensland Government’s State Infrastructure Strategy
 � Queensland Transport Strategy
 � Transport Coordination Plan 2017-2027
 � State Planning Policy
 � Brisbane City Council’s Transport Plan for Brisbane – Strategic Directions 
 � The Queensland Government’s Regional Transport Plans for South East Queensland

 � Barton Green, Chief Executive Officer, Committee for Brisbane
 � Bob Bidwell Director, Stradbroke Infrastructure Advisory
 � Brett Wood, Planning Advisor, Property and Sustainability, Port of Brisbane
 � Ciaran Callaghan, Principal, Planning, Ethos Urban
 � Daniel Gallagher, Business Group Leader, Integrated Transport Planning, GHD
 � David Freer, Director, Transport and Land Use Planning
 � David Hertweck, Senior Manager, Planning and Environment, Port of Brisbane
 � David Oatley, Development Manager, Brisbane Airport Corporation
 � Greg Vann, Director, Planning, Ethos Urban
 � Julian Page, Policy and Research Manager, Committee for Brisbane
 � Keith Allen, Principal, Hassell Studio
 � Mia Barnard, Transport Market Leader – South Queensland, GHD
 � Mike Gillen, Industry Director – Cities, AECOM
 � Robbie Claase, Principal Adviser, Aurecon
 � Roger Greig, Managing Director, Public Infrastructure, Transport and Cities, Accenture
 � Sherrill Ross, Director, PWC
 � Tim Mitchell, Transport Planning and Infrastructure Advisor, RACQ
 � Transurban team
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